
Reading sources evaluation form 

Source 1: https://playingcarddecks.com/blogs/all-in/top-moves-and-flourishes-that-

beginners-in-cardistry-should-learn 

Topic: Top Moves and Flourishes That Beginners in Cardistry Should Learn. 

Reason(s) I chose to read this: 

This website is best suited for newbie like me, who just started on Cardistry and don’t know 

what to do and how to get started. The author begins with brief about moves, ideas and 

basics of the hobby. Then proceeds with encouragement in doing Cardistry for beginners, 

that is “the community warmly welcome and is excited to have new beginners starting out”. 

The moves he recommended for beginners have, in each one, short description on how they 

look like and how to perform them. Since these moves are better with visuals, he also gave 

links to tutorial videos. After finish recommending beginner moves, he also mention next 

steps to take to further master the art of Cardistry. The friendly attitude and casual talks 

make the whole read authentic. 

What I learnt from this: 

I learnt some basic beginner moves like Charlie cut and Riffle shuffle from this website. 

These two moves are the basic which I can apply to more advanced techniques and show in 

my video. 

What problem(s) I had and how I solved them:  

Some explanations cannot be followed thoroughly so I need to read again several times and 

watch the video attached to it.  

Any other comments:  

This site is too good! I should have searched this up before. This web is packed with all the 

moves and tutorials I need, so I can practice the right way and step by step.  

 

 

Source 2: https://medium.com/@DavidPdrsn/advice-for-beginners-in-cardistry-

7c43cd8f6e76 

Topic: Advice for beginners in Cardistry 

Reason(s) I chose to read this: 

When I first started Cardistry, on the very first day, I felt very frustrated in my skills and 

inability to do it properly. I did also think whether I chose the wrong hobby again. This blog 

really pulls me out from misery. After coming across this article, and read through the whole 

thing I picked up the cards and get going again. The article advises on the mindset while still 



learning the basics. Topics about don’t learn everything, don’t waste money on expensive 

cards, and focused practice. Details in each topics read very smoothly and easy to 

understand, no hard words used, just your normal everyday English. The author pointing out 

major points and frequent questions from his past 10-year experience also helps beginners 

be on track. Information written here is paired with videos to help clear up what he was 

talking about. 

What I learnt from this: 

I learnt how to really progress with this hobby and correct my mindset of all things. Advice 

given out make sense and is reasonable to do so accordingly. I also realize that everyone 

that is good at this now also practiced for a long time before which make me feel better at 

it. 

What problem(s) I had and how I solved them:  

Some moves are mentioned in the text but do not have reference picture so I have too 

google it myself. 

Any other comments 

This writing is good for anyone who is interested in Cardistry and just starting out, it will 

boost motivation and the will to improve. 

 

 

Source 3: https://playingcarddecks.com/blogs/all-in/the-impact-of-cardistry-on-the-playing-

card-industry 

Topic: The impact on Cardistry on the playing card Industry 

Reason(s) I chose to read this: 

I chose to read this because the topic sounds quite interesting. The blog explains what the 

word Cardistry derived from and how Cardistry got popularized. The author himself is a 

reviewer of board games and playing cards so the information I will be getting here is from a 

perspective of a person familiar to this industry. The author said that when Cardistry is 

better-known, the demands and evolution of traditional playing cards were affected. More 

colorful and artistic card backs are produced because of these demands. The initial purposes 

of playing cards to only be playing cards now has additional option towards “Cardistry”, this 

helps expands future horizon for cards community. The information packed blog is again 

proving how professional in this field the author is. Despite that, he uses words that are easy 

to read and thus leave clear impression to the impact. 



What I learnt from this: 

I learnt history of Cardistry, how it derived from the original playing cards game, and that 

the colorful cards backs are from the demand of cardists to better display the beauty of 

Cardistry. 

What problem(s) I had and how I solved them:  

The history part doesn’t go that much in-depth because that would interrupt the main point 

of this blog so I google for some more details I want to know. 

Any other comments:  

Interesting context for Cardistry enthusiasts who want to know more of the history and 

future. 

 

 

Source 4: https://playingcarddecks.com/blogs/all-in/10-more-types-of-playing-cards-you-

should-know-about 

Topic: 10 More Types of Playing Cards You Should Know About 

Reason(s) I chose to read this: 

I came across this blog after finished reading the above and think that how is it possible to 

be even more than 10 types of playing cards? The author lists 10 distinctive cards 

categories, some of them are: Souvenir, Animation, and Cardistry decks. Writer explain and 

illustrates how it looks by using pictures and simple explanation using authentic English. 

Good wording and paragraph building make reading easy to follow. Also, he recommended 

cards from well-known magicians for those who interested in card magic and love 

magicians. The author explains each and every type he mentioned as if he owns all of them! 

Some old school cards I’d seen as a kid is also been displayed in the pictures, expanding my 

view on playing cards even more. 

What I learnt from this: 

I know more about types of playing cards and what purposes they are for. How to 

distinguish one deck from another and choose the right one for Cardistry. Though any 

playing cards will work great for Cardistry. 

What problem(s) I had and how I solved them:  

Some well-know magicians he mentioned doesn’t even ring a bell in my memory so I have to 

search their names up. 

Any other comments:  

Excellent source to find out your favorite card decks if you like card collecting or Cardistry. 



 

 

Source 5: https://blog.shuffledink.com/why-children-should-try-cardistry/ 

Topic: Why Children Should Try Cardistry 

Reason(s) I chose to read this: 

When Cardistry pop up in my mind as a hobby, I just chose it because it looks cool and I 

have the cards. This blog lists several reasons why children should try Cardistry. The author 

uses authentic language telling his experience working with youths and express what he 

genuinely figured out from talking with children in topic of Cardistry. Then he uses everyday 

English to classify each reason with informative details as to why those are convincing. Each 

points the reason produce is comprehensive, illustrative and clearly give out the impression 

that it is true. Many times, in the blog the writer will guess questions in readers’ head and 

explain with proven truths making the information even more reliable. 

What I learnt from this: 

I’ve learnt all kinds of benefit Cardistry can bring which I’ve never thought of before. Now I 

have more reasons if I will ever convince someone to start Cardistry. 

What problem(s) I had and how I solved them:  

This blog for me has no problems. One thing is that it takes time to read, to solve is to read 

faster. 

Any other comments: 

This blog can convince children to get excited and their parents to approve of Cardistry 

easily. I also told my mom some of the reasons and show that the cards are not for 

gambling! 

 

 

 


